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Summary
There is still a long way to go before the pandemic of the novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19) ends.
Even if it is resolved, the importance of interest in health and immunity is expected to increase. This is
because everyone knows that even if excellent treatments and vaccines are distributed, our bodies must
have strong self-defense, or immunity.
As stress has recently emerged as a major threat to public health, stress is acting as a risk for personal
health and corporate management, and out-of-the-box levels of stress are adversely affecting personal
behavior and corporate organizational behavior as well as mental and physical health. Stress is proven to
be the main culprit in increasing antioxidants in our bodies, accelerating aging, and lowering "immunity,"
which plays the most important role in sustaining life. Therefore, business opportunities such as
"healthcare" and "stress relief and leisure industry" that provide products and services for stress relief are
spreading.
Focusing on this market background, H&B Project opened an offline store that specializes in providing
services and established a foundation in 2021 to expand businesses such as domestic and overseas
expansion.
To lay the foundation for transparency and expansion, we are opening branches in various places, including
apartment community centers, hospitals, and postpartum care centers, as well as administrative measures
such as reporting business directions to the Fair-Trade Commission and registering BI trademarks.
Myunyeok-gongbang was a new concept of healing and healthcare business that dramatically improves
the body's immunity with a thermal ceramic task (wave exchange hot bath) using wave stones, a natural
stone that has already been proven to be effective.
The H&B Foundation will do its best to make it a complex cultural space, not just a healing and healthcare
space for more customers in these existing business categories, and to benefit the entire nation as a
healing complex cultural space provided by our company through thorough management of branches.
In addition, we used blockchain, the core of the fourth industry, to solve problems that can occur in the
same business, and to build a differentiated H&B project through the next generation platform rather than
a common business platform. Through this, we want to develop with users by providing an objective,
transparent, and reliable platform use environment and providing various benefits such as ecosystem
compensation system.
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Introduce
H&B
H&B stands for Health and Beauty and refers to a space to experience natural detox hot packs (wave
baths) that use far-infrared rays, anions, and various waves that are beneficial to the human body to
release harmful substances such as toxins, waste, and cholesterol outside the body. Wave rock is Japan's
oldest rock created hundreds of millions of years ago, and it is an illusionary stone with excellent farinfrared and far-infrared levels.

H&B introduced wave thermal therapy, which focuses on health, healing, and beauty in the Myunyeokgongbang, in 2013 after about eight years of verification.

Wave Thermotherapy
Wave thermotherapy uses far-infrared radiation, known as terrahertz waves, anions, and growth rays,
which are natural rocks imported from Japan, to boost our body's immunity by up to six times, and is the
most efficient way to get rid of various toxins, waste, and bad cholesterol every day by day.
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By lying comfortably on a warm natural wave stone, you can enjoy the effect of energizing and revitalizing your
body through wave reduction, a scientific detox thermotherapy that releases toxins that have been accumulated
in your body with sweat even in a short period of time.

What is Terrahertz Wave?
Terraherz waves are highly permeable and penetrate deeply into the human body, delivering substances that
are very safe, heat and beneficial to the body, remove toxins, and have excellent wavelengths for fat
decomposition. Capillaries expand as body temperature rises deep in our bodies, and immunity and natural
healing power are improved by activating metabolic and immune cell activities. Myunyeok-gongbang operates
a designated seating system so that anyone can enjoy a hygienic and comfortable rest in their own space.

What is Thermotherapy??
Thermotherapy can be performed in a variety of ways, but most importantly, the expected effect and efficacy
vary depending on how deep the heat is injected into the body. In general, heat sources such as foot baths,
lower-body baths, steam baths, and saunas irritate only the skin layer, causing sweat. However, even if you raise
your body temperature through this, the effect is insignificant, and the expected effect often remains at the
level of warmth, fatigue recovery, and mood change.
There are two methods of transferring heat deep into the body: a high-frequency method and a far-infrared
method. In the case of high-frequency thermal therapy, it is used as a method of treating disease areas such as
cancer and tumors by heating up about 42 degrees for about an hour. The effect varies depending on the type
of cancer or disease, but it is currently being introduced as a positive treatment in the medical community.
Although high-frequency thermal treatment is medically effective, it does not provide the same results for each
patient, so treatment is recommended after consultation with the doctor in charge, and it is also an economic
burden for patients because medical insurance is not applied.
Among far-infrared thermal therapy, it is common to permeate heat only up to 2.5cm from the skin and is used
in physical therapy to relieve muscle pain and improve blood circulation. The heating method with a wavelength
of 6-12 microns can be heated up to a minimum depth of 14cm, up to 20cm, and can be set up to 70 degrees.
Using these characteristics, you can expect appropriate effects at the right time by using a supplementary
alternative therapy that has been recognized worldwide for its effectiveness, such as steaming, moxibustion,
and warm bath.
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• Case of Thermotherapy
Smooth blood flow boosts metabolism
Cells in the human body are activated when the deep body temperature is 36.5 to 37 degrees
Celsius. When the body temperature decreases, cell activity decreases and immune function
decreases. Studies show that if the body temperature decreases by 1 degree, the immunity
decreases by about 30%, and if the body temperature increases by 1 degree, the immunity activates
by 70%. Thermotherapy has a health effect, which is the effect of "thermal active protein" that
occurs when the body warms up, according to renowned Japanese medical professor Jun Itoyoko.
Thermally active protein is a protein that is produced by cells being stimulated when the deep body
temperature is high, and as the number of thermally active proteins increases, the number of
endorphins produced increases, and NK cell activation and cell activity, which are responsible for
the immune function of our body. Warming your body through steaming, moxibustion, and hot
baths can improve blood circulation and improve various physical symptoms. Professor Lee Jinmoo of the Department of Oriental Medicine at Kyunghee University in Gangdong said, "Warm body
can improve blood circulation and improve various physical symptoms." It can be expected that
irritable bladder caused by tension in the bladder, constipation caused by lack of interlocking motor
function in the large intestine, diarrhea symptoms are alleviated, pain is reduced, and metabolic
function is improved. Professor Lee Jin-moo explains that heat therapy using far-infrared rays can
increase the effectiveness of not only the skin but also the deep body temperature.
When asked how he can practice thermotherapy daily, Professor Lee Jin-moo said, "It is helpful to
take a break, steam, or lower-body bathing." For moxibustion, you can open the navel and the
lower part of the navel once a day. The effect increases the body's metabolic function and relieves
chronic digestive system symptoms. It's also good to steam the lower abdomen and buttocks. Many
people lie down on a hot pad and support their whole body, which was found to be appropriate for
about 30 minutes. Usually, you should use the temperature of the electric pad slightly warmer than
the skin temperature to improve blood circulation and prevent blood vessel elasticity from
decreasing.
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Media Marketing [Support for Production of Drama]
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=> [Scheduled to support the production of "Hwanhon Season 2"]

미디어 마케팅 [예능 제작 지원]
* Title: Same Bed, Different Dreams 2, You're my Destiny
* Genre: Entertainment
* Broadcast date: July 2017
* Broadcast schedule: Monday at 11:10 pm
* Organized channel: SBS
* Story

A program that shows the daily lives of loving couples
in various fields from the perspective of men and
women, and examines the meaning of meeting the fate
and the value of living together
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* Title: Park Jang deso
* Genre: Entertainment
* Broadcast date: June-August 2020
* Broadcast schedule: Saturday at 09:30 pm
* Organized channel: SBS
* Story SBS
A couple-customized dating consulting program
where dating tips recommended by dating masters,
games of popular people these days, and hot place
information can be found at once
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Media
Press Report
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H&B Project
The Direction of H&B Project

- The H&B Project aims to attract investment and increase customer service through blockchain
investment technology to expand stable services and businesses based on healthcare business.
- Currently, the H&B Project manages 20 branches nationwide, aims to reach more than 50 stores within
2023, and plans to expand to overseas markets (including the Americas, China, and Southeast Asia) from
2023.
- With its own blockchain technology, the H&B Project will provide stability, security, and transparency to
investment participants, and various services to customers.
- The financial resources secured through the investment participants will be used to open and operate
the branches, and some of the profits generated from the branches will be provided to the investment
participants.
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H&B Project
How H&B Platform Works
The H&B Platform consists of four structures, each of which is organically linked to provide reliable service.

- H&B Wallet: You can create an H&B Wallet when you sign up for the H&B Platform and check the
details of HNB token deposit and withdrawal, stable token conversion, and payment.
- Store: You can use the HNB offline store service and purchase products from online shopping malls.
- DB Layer: Built to record blockchain data and transactions, as well as product data and content.
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Technology
The H&B Project is built on an ERC-20 foundation developed as an alternative protocol for deploying
distributed applications. The platform is designed to allow a variety of decentralized applications to
operate based on their own blockchain. Smart Contract on the Ethereum platform enables easy and fast
blockchain transactions and allows compatibility and use of Ethereum ecosystems. This allows for
scalability, integrity, security, rapid development time, and complement of small and rarely used
applications. A platform designed to create Smart Contracts and distributed applications that enable
Ethereum to build the ultimate abstract base layer, a blockchain with a Turing-Complete programming
language, to create arbitrary rules for ownership, transaction formats, and state transitions. Most Smart
Contracts have been simplified enough to be written in just a few lines of code.
The Smart Contract refers to signing and implementing various types of contracts such as financial
transactions, real estate contracts, and notarization based on a blockchain, and the contract is concluded
immediately if the terms of the contract written in the code are met. At this time, there is no need to think
about whether the other party is reliable, whether a third party is needed to guarantee it in the middle, or
whether the contract is going to proceed safely, and it will proceed automatically. No one can change the
conditions initially stated because they are recorded on the blockchain as programs that run exactly as
programmed without any downtime, censorship, fraud, or third-party interference. As such, it is possible
to include execution codes such as conditional statements and repetitive commands as well as transaction
records in the H&B Project block, which can be used in various services as well as payment. It is developed
to ensure compatibility of tokens distributed over Ethereum networks, enabling centralized managementexclusion services through Smart Contract, where certain behaviors are irreversibly deployed during
transactions in an online environment. It records transaction history on the blockchain on the P2P network,
as well as Smart Contract and execution history, and maintains a list of all nodes that have been connected
through bootstraps for a period through protocols that can easily find other nodes in the network without
a central server. When a peer is connected to an H&B Project network, it is first connected to a bootstrap
node that shares a list of connected peers within a specified time and is designed to be the most efficient
way to run P2P communication on the blockchain via a swarm for message spread, whisper for
communication, and ETH protocol for transaction and block hash.
It is also automatically compatible with services and software that support the ERC-20 standard, which
provides scalability. The Ethereum blockchain itself is a platform, and many solutions implemented on the
platform are not centralized but blockchain-based decentralization. It is designed to allow you to exchange
tokens within the Dapp (Decentralized Application) created through this, as well as to exchange tokens for
Dapp's tokens on other Ethereum.
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As such, Smart Contract has blockchain characteristics such as anonymity, statelessness, decentralization,
and decentralization, and cannot be directly controlled by the state. Smart Contract enables automated
economic activities through contracts with each object and numerous subjects. ERC-20, which is
compatible and easy to manage, enhances interaction between Dapps and reduces the possibility of errors
and bugs when integrating between different tokens.
Blockchain-based Smart Contract basically has two databases: a blockchain database where all transaction
logs are stored and a database that stores the state of Smart Contract. The input value to change this is
included in the transaction. The interface through transaction is stored in the transaction database and
changes the state of the Smart Contract, so that it is impossible for a specific user to manipulate the
execution result of the Smart Contract by sharing all data. The integrity of Smart Contracts can be ensured
in a way that ensures the integrity of all transactions, and automatically fulfills contracts when conditions
are met to reduce the cost of executing contracts and the likelihood of disputes. Smart Contract can also
register, execute, and inquire results through existing systems and interfaces such as web servers, mobile,
and general PC applications. H&B Project's Smart Contract is also designed to improve many of the
shortcomings of long-standing business practices, create new value through innovation, reduce hacking
risk, reduce security costs, and reduce fees, data integrity, and reduce integrity. Transparency in contracts
can also reduce regulatory costs, eliminate the risk of double payments, and reduce the cost of deploying
information systems. It is expected to have the greatest synergy in areas such as those services, which are
operated as procedures by mutually promised rules and require mutual trust.
The purpose is to provide an optimized ecosystem environment by being developed to suit the
characteristics of the H&B Project platform, which increases repeated contracts in a certain form, requires
signing contracts between remote users, and requires distribution tracking. DaPP based on Smart Contract
can execute any complex algorithmic code via EVM, all nodes in the network run EVM as part of the block
verification protocol, all nodes in the network execute all transactions directed to Smart Contract, all nodes
perform the same calculation, and store the same value. The byte code stored in the blockchain runs on
the EVM, geth and EVM operate in one process, and Smart Contract does not depend on a specific
operating system.
The advantages of the ERC-20, which is the basis of the H&B Project, are recognizable on most exchanges
and wallets, excellent for universal projects and alternative trading applications that can be applied to a
wide range of exchanges and smooth the verification process by eliminating copies of tokens in circulation
since all transactions must be approved. Various scattered ERC20 standard compatible tokens can be
converted into ETHs at once. The goal is to build a platform optimized for related business by developing
additional functions and variables suitable for H&B Project platform development by setting essential
elements and additional functions in Contract to comply with ERC-20.
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• Structure of H&B Block Generation
1. Issuance of Ethereum-based HNB tokens
2. Execution of contract code based on Smart Contract and
disclosure of Github
3. Provision of global financial blockchain services based on
scalability
4. Equity information -> Record in distributed ledger ->
Transparency of distribution information.
Blocks take a certain amount of time to propagate into the network, and when mining is completed, if
another miner mined another block, it will eventually be wasted and will not contribute to the network.
In order to solve this network security loss problem, the parent block and the anchor block of the block
and the Uncle block of the block provide basic compensation excluding fees. The Uncle block is
designed to receive 87.5% of the basic compensation and 12.5% of the additional Uncle block.

• H&B's Consensus Algorithm
The Ethereum-based H&B blockchain has an algorithm designed to generate one block per 12 seconds. The
Ethereum mining uses DAG files (two-dimensional array data), which are designed to increase GPU
operations more efficiently and prevent mining using ASICs. However, we will introduce a modified GHOST
(Greedy Heavy Observed Subtree) protocol to address the security of Uncle (or Stale) blocks created by
high-speed blocks.
Ethereum provides an environment in which service entity foundations or developers can issue their own
digital assets (Token) and develop them into Smart Contracts. The Foundation uses this contract code to
implement rewards, service core distribution policies, and algorithmic logic. HNB Token issued through
Smart Contract rules can be used for various events such as personal operations, swaps with other assets,
and H&B service payments.
With Ethereum-based blockchain platforms, you can exchange money, assets, and services in more areas in
a secure, democratic, and efficient manner. The H&B blockchain platform will contribute to the creation of
a new financial infrastructure based on blockchain by paying rewards based on purchase of held tokens,
holding period, and quantity information. Hyper-Connected Society has made more effective and stable
development designs, eliminating investment intermediaries with global digital financial services, and
creating blockchain fintech businesses that are more advanced in traditional financial services.
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• H&B Platform Process
The basic revenue structure of the H&B business consists of swapping user assets and HNB tokens
through H&B Wallet, payment of fees in the payment system, H&B customer service, store use and
online shopping mall, and expansion of services through asset linkage of third-party partners and
alliance payments. HNB Token will organically increase the amount of revenue generated in one to
eight items, each step, depending on the user's intentions, according to your H&B policy. This affects
the number of users and the number of associated users. As a result, users will use their own HNB
Token like cash, and as assets are utilized, the ecosystem of the HNB platform will expand from local
to global business services.
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Strength of H&B Project
1. As a reverse project, services are already provided at offline stores.
2. H&B's Myunyeok-gongbang service has very high concept and quality.
3. Each component is compensated for its natural participation in the H&B ecosystem
4. H&B platform provides a new, efficient, third-party network
5. Use utility token and stable token swap to reduce gas costs and ensure stable TPS speed when
using the service

• Slowmist Audit

To demonstrate the stability of HNB, an ERC-20-based self-token, the H&B Project has been
recognized by SlowMist, a global audit agency, for Smart Contract security audits and validations, and
has passed a total of 13 security validation items. SlowMist is a blockchain verification agency that
focuses on the blockchain ecosystem, and conducts security checks and hacking prevention measures
for projects such as global exchanges, cryptocurrency wallets, public chains, and smart contracts.
Through this verification, the H&B Project proved to be an objective and reliable platform.
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Strengths of H&B Project

• CLIENT LAYER
H&B provides a user interface for blockchain applications. Customers can install DApp to use basic
features through membership. The front root layer that connects data generated by events in H&B to
the server network.

• SMART CONTRACT
H&B is obligated to provide trust-based services to users by transparently disclosing information based
on their holdings and automatically executing contract codes based on distribution. By implementing
an equity structure through Smart Contract, distribution information based on efficiency and integrity
can be recorded in a distributed ledger.

• SERVER LAYER
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H&B processes data generated by the platform through HASH CODE operations. The role of a layer
that calls the blockchain Smart Contract function through the DApp <-> Server API, calls, and sends
algorithms. Validate your transaction and share the transaction history with the node where the
transaction occurred. If there is a node that is propagated to other nodes and determined to be a
malicious attack, the transaction history is initialized and synchronized with a proven transaction
history.

• BLOCKCHAIN LAYER
Blockchain layer is the storage space of the blockchain data structure. You can store Merkle Tree and
authentication digital sign information, hash, and content information containing transactions. It
contains HAMAC data flawless sign, ECDSA data encryption, SHA transaction hash, and other
transmission interval encryption and decryption.

• OFF-CHAIN DMBS
The server layer processes direct data transmission and reception with DAPP. The on chain blockchain
processing speed is approximately 30 TPS based on Ethereum. The block contains only about 200
payment information, so even if a user makes a payment at a shopping mall, the result information
cannot be immediately replied. As a solution, it is a hierarchy that stores DBMS data through a cloud
server and contains core HASH DATA in the online network layer.

• ON-CHAIN
Blockchain layer links H&B service data to the blockchain. It is a hierarchical space that stores important
information in the HNB service in the BLOCK HEADER and contains meta information, payment, and
point rewards of products in the blockchain. It is the main network layer on the Ethereum platform,
and stores blocks containing Merck Tree and authentication digital sign-in information, hash, event
(payment) transactions, and Meta Data delivered by DApp within blocks.
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Economy
The H&B Project was developed with the focus of Myunyeok-gongbang, an existing physical business, to
improve problems arising from the existing health care facility-related market and to develop into a nextgeneration platform. It was developed to introduce an objective, transparent, and safe blockchain into the
platform and to participate in the platform ecosystem using HNB, a key token. H&B Project platform users
can utilize related services in the platform using HNB, and we want to establish ourselves as a blockchain
platform that provides various benefits to users who participate in the platform ecosystem. As a next
generation blockchain platform, H&B Project aims to expand business areas such as partnership and
collaboration with various related companies and platforms to expand various service delivery directions
and business areas.

• H&B Payment
The QR code payment method currently in use is a contactless payment method that performs payment by
scanning QR code from mobile, which is a payment method that makes many existing infrastructures
unnecessary. H&B allows payment at H&B stores through QR code payment methods, saving money and
time for existing payment systems. As a payment method, participants who participated in the H&B
ecosystem visit the merchant to purchase the product, read the merchant's QR code, and enter the payment
amount when the payment window appears on the mobile screen to complete the payment.

• H&B Reward
The H&B Project provides contribution rewards through ecosystem participation, including community
utilization, product and service purchases, and event participation. Reward points allow ecosystem
participants to receive contribution points or HNB tokens by purchasing products from affiliated stores on
the H&B platform and using offline Myunyeok-gongbang branch services, using services that can be paid
back under policy conditions, leaving reviews after purchasing products or services, or participating in the
ecosystem. All points paid on the HNB platform are fixed to the value of KRW, and the exchange market
price of HNB tokens can be exchanged through API linkage. In addition, ecosystem participants who want
to guarantee value by increasing the value of HNB tokens can exchange their existing points for HNB tokens,
and merchants who participate in the ecosystem participate in the deposit system to increase the value of
HNB and contribute to the expansion and development of the HNB ecosystem. In addition, HNB paid as
compensation is incinerated to preserve the value of the HNB token.
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• H&B Wallet
You can exchange HNB with points by depositing HNB in Wallet on the H&B Project platform. When
converting HNB into a point, it is converted by linking the real-time price of the linked exchange API,
and using this point, you can purchase gifticons that can be used in various areas such as convenience
of life. As more and more merchants use the H&B Project in the future, partner merchants can pay for
their products and services.

• Regular Delivery Service
Products from H&B Project partners and franchises provide regular delivery services. One of them is
FewWater's regular delivery service, which is available at Marketplace within the H&B platform. If you
apply for regular delivery, you can receive HNB Token as a reward. As a cumulative point, you can
purchase a Myunyeok-gongbang gift card, which you can freely use at offline branches or exchange
for a health check-up ticket. In the future, we plan to expand the regular delivery area, focusing on
daily necessities such as food and daily necessities as well as pure water and health checkups.

[FewWater]
Certified by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). It is a premium
hydrogen water certified by the Food Safety Management Certification
HACCP that contains eight minerals rich in natural water from 130m
underground clean areas and is produced by hydrogen dissolution
pressurization by Japanese professional R&D staff.
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Utility

• Purchase of Token
To use the services provided by the H&B Project platform, users can purchase tokens directly from
the H&B Project platform or through an exchange with HNB coins listed.

• Participation in the Ecosystem
Users who participate in the H&B Project ecosystem can participate in the ecosystem by working in
the community within the platform or by participating and trading in events hosted by the H&B Project
Foundation and Partnership. Compensation is designed to allow fees paid for using HNB in platform
ecosystem utilization to be transferred to the compensation pool, which is paid as compensation for
ecosystem participation. The HNB token provided as a reward is incinerated, which provides a virtuous
cycle structure by preserving the value and securing liquidity of the HNB token.
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• Leverage tokens on the platform
HNB acquired through purchase and ecosystem participation compensation can purchase products
sold at Myunyeok-gongbang online malls linked to the H&B platform, or use the actual Myunyeokgongbang branch offline to use paid services on the H&B Project platform. Purchase of products and
utilization of services within the platform will incur some fees, which will be transferred to a reward
pool and paid as a reward for future ecosystem participation.

• Utilization of Franchisees
In collaboration with companies affiliated with the H&B Project, the company's goods and services can
be used at a lower price through the HNB token than the usual purchase price.

• Use of Cryptocurrency Exchanges
Ecosystem participants with HNB tokens can use listed exchanges to manage additional investment
operations. This allows you to generate additional revenue and participate in the H&B PROJECT
ecosystem again through the revenue secured here.
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Token Information
Token Information

Distribution Information

[Image: Donut Chart of Distribution of HNB]

HNB is issued for the purpose of developing, trading, and participating in the ecosystem to provide
rewards within applications that can be used in the H&B PROJECT ecosystem, and to create an ecosystem
for transparent recording and management of information. It will also be used for marketing to expand
the H&B PROJECT ecosystem, such as partnership and cooperation with other businesses, development
of a listing and independent blockchain network, maintenance, platform construction, and
countermeasures against changes in market conditions.
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Road Map

- The roadmap is subject to change depending on the project and the variables that may arise during the
development process.
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Partner
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Disclaimer
This document is intended for informational purposes and subject to change. The white paper is a
description of the business plan and vision and does not warrant the business. The original language of
the white paper was written in Korean, and in the case of white papers in other languages, there is a
possibility of misunderstanding or omission in the translation process. The Korean version of the white
paper is the clearest than the translated version, and final confirmation is recommended with a white
paper written in Korean for accurate information delivery. Nothing in this document establishes advice on
law, finance, commerce, or taxes. Because HNB is not securities and is not used for financial promotions,
nothing in this document is used to induce investment activities or to invite. This document does not
provide any comment as to whether you should participate in the H&B Project or purchase the HNB and
should not be relied upon in the contract or purchase decision. Prior to purchasing, participants should
take all professional information, including tax and accounting, and understand their ability to guard
against the risks of cryptocurrency volatility. Recognizing the inherent risks requires a comprehensive
understanding of the current cryptocurrency market. I understand and agree that HNB does not express
or warrant any use or price, and that there is no guarantee or provision that HNB will benefit from it.
We shall not be liable for any loss or damage, direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise, and all
information contained herein and any present or subsequent disclosure of HNB shall not be construed as
a guarantee of profit or profit in any form at the time of occurrence. The H&B Project shall not be liable
for any damage caused by any individual or organization (agent, user, employee, insurer, lawyer, etc.).
HNB should not be acquired for speculation or investment purposes in anticipation of return on
investment.
Participants in the H&B Project are aware of the risks associated with cryptocurrency, such as high price
volatility and the unique risks of the cryptocurrency market and acknowledge that the platform is currently
under development and that the contents of the document may change. As the H&B Project progresses,
the content of this document and the White Paper may be changed or renewed, and revisions and updated
versions may be published prior to the public sale date until the final version is announced. It also
acknowledges that it does not guarantee the duration of the H&B Project and may be disrupted due to a
lack of platform awareness and investors, or lack of funds for platform development. We acknowledge
that the contents of this document are not arbitrarily interpreted by the participants. Because the H&B
Project is not intended to constitute securities or other regulated products of a particular country or
jurisdiction, this document does not constitute a guide or legal document and does not provide or
recommend national or jurisdiction securities or regulated products.
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This document has not been reviewed by regulators in all countries or jurisdictions. In addition, virtual
currency can be monitored or supervised by regulators in various jurisdictions. The H&B Project may be
queried, notified, warned, requested, or administrative disposition by one or more authorities in uncertain
times, or ordered to suspend or suspend actions relating to the HNB.
This has the uncertainty that the future development of the H&B Project could be severely disrupted or
consequently terminated. We do not certify or warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information,
statements, opinions, or other matters described herein. It does not provide expressions or guarantees for
the construction of any forward-looking or conceptual representation. Nothing in this document shall
therefore be used as a way of guarantee or confidence in the future and shall be indemnified against any
person acting against this White Paper or any liability for any loss or damage arising therefrom to the
extent permitted by the relevant law. Participants acknowledge and agree to their responsibility to comply
with all laws, rules or regulations applicable to the transaction. The HNB acquirer acknowledges and agrees
that H&B PROJECT is not directly or indirectly liable for all tax obligations arising from the acquisition of
HNB. It is also agreed and acknowledged that the applicable laws, regulations and executive orders may
require disclosure of information about HNB participants' accounts at the request of government agencies.
Please review the summary contained in this document with reference to the underlying terms and
conditions of agreement on the type of contract set forth in this document.
The certain information specified in this white paper contains forward-looking statements and forwardlooking information. Except for historical statements, specific information contained herein does not
constitute, but does not constitute, future assessments based on activities, events or plans based on future
developments and capabilities of HNB-related services and user adoption, experience, context, objectives,
and inaccuracies.
Forward-looking statements often include "may", "will", "could", "would", "anticipate", "believe", "expect",
"intend", "potential", "estimate", "budget", "scheduled", "plans", "planned", “forecasts", and "goals." The
forward-looking statements were based on several factors and estimates made by management and were
considered reasonable at the time the information was provided. Forward-looking statements contain
known or unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, such as actual results, performances, or
achievements that are substantially different from those expressed or implied by forward-looking
statements.
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